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7-44% 
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“What would make your neighbourhood better….” 



“What would make your neighbourhood better….” 



“What do you dislike….” 

“It's hard to check to see 
if cars are coming when 

crossing the streets 
(because they drive so 

fast and I can't see them 
coming).”

“Cars are speeding 
past  me when I and 
other kids are trying 
to cross the road.”

“People 
drive very 

crazy.”

“The road is 
very busy so it’s 
hard to cross.”

“Cars rush 
out of the 

drive way.”



“What do you like about your usual route to school?”



Positive associations

• Independent mobility
• Child-perceived neighbourhood safety
• Parent-perceived importance of social interaction
• Neighbourhood social environment

Negative associations

• Distance to school
• Parental perceptions of convenience
• Parental concerns about traffic safety

Mediations

• Distance to school
• Independent mobility
• Child-perceived neighbourhood safety
• Parent-perceived traffic safety
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Less reliance on individual leadership – schools & communities had reached a self-
reinforcing level of AST

“…it feels family-focused, it feels like if 
you’re out on a sunny day everybody and 
their dog is out walking and running, it’s 
very active, friendly. And the 
infrastructure is there, and we’ve got the 
bike paths or the footpaths to do it 
safely.”

“We didn’t do anything, we just work 
here and we’ve got this amazing 
community. It’s so well structured to 
allow safe travel and it’s pretty”



• Where would you like to go?

Local shops/park/friends house (immediate vicinity of 
home)

NB most people didn’t spend time in their immediate neighbourhood
environment so this option occurred rarely

Sporting activity/friend/relative’s house/social activity
Likely to be far from home – only options are car or public transport

Have you pre-planned (or have you done this journey before)?
Eg: Checked Be. Accessible, Checked bus/train timetable, Checked google maps for estimated times

NOYES
I’ll get the 
train – no 

bus required

Do you have someone to help or 
drive you OR do you have any 
taxi vouchers left/money for 

Uber or taxi?

NO YES
I’ll get a taxi

Unlikely 
to 

happen 
today

Probably OK – but need to 
consider pre-booking an 
accessible taxi, possible 

issues with driver getting 
chair/equipment into car

YES
friend or family can drive 

me

GREAT!

Considerations to strategise/problem solve when navigating 
streetscapes (e.g., when getting to/from public transport, or to local 

destinations):
Roadworks

Lots of roads to cross (might need to change side of the road)
Crossing major roads

Crossings without lights
Short timing of lights

Crowds
Carrying loads (e.g., washing, uni/school materials)

Topography
Bumpy surfaces/uneven ground (e.g., cracks, potholes, grilles)

Tactile paving (esp. truncated domes)
Inclement weather

KERBS
STAIRS – are there handrails? are there lifts/ramps nearby; are the lifts 

accessible?; are the lifts open/working?

YES
My journey will 
include a bus 

trip

YES
I’ve booked a taxi or 

have someone driving 
me

GREAT!

Is there an 
accessible bus?

Did the bus stop 
for you?

NOYES

Bus-specific possible challenges to overcome including bus driver refusing to help, driver 
challenging ID card, card renewal/bureaucratic issues, visible difference/social discomfort 

due to time taken getting on/off or “right” to use disability seating, loss of balance, need for 
strong wheelchair brakes and something strong to hold onto, navigating the tight/narrow 
turn onto bus, bus not stopping at exact point, unreliable scheduling, bus stops at steep 

locations 

GREAT – BUT….

Are you 
wheeling?

YESNO

NOYES
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Active School Travel

Personal
safety

School
policies, 

leadership, 
partnerships

Safety
from traffic

Distance 
to school

Social
relations,
local active
travel culture
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The Secret Recipe…

MOBILITY





Negative/unsupportive
changes observed

Positive/supportive
changes observed

á vehicle 
volume

â mean 
vehicle 
speeds

â speeds at 
85th

percentile

á Child safety 
perceptions 

when in 
neighbourhood

Environmental 
changes to improve 

safety

Improved 
safety

Improved safety 
perceptions

Small Increases in 
active travel of 

individuals

Improved perceptions of social cohesion 
and connectivity (parent); perceived 

increase in built and social support for 
active modes (child)

Increased active 
travel at the group 

level

á in car travel as usual 
mode of transport to 

school

á in parents 
reporting a need 

for safer 
crossings

â parent 
reported need 

for better lighting

á in observed 
pedestrians during 

school journey times

â in observed cyclists 
during school journey 

times

â parent 
reported need 
for safety from 

others







“The reason for me is because I don’t live too far 
away, but then my dad will drop my sister off, my 
brother off, my big brother, and then he’d drop me 
and my little brother off, and then sometimes he 
ends up being late” (child)

“It can take me six minutes door to door flat out 
driving fast, getting there fast. If the lights are 
going my way, we’re there in six minutes flat” 
(parent)

“I told them to stick to the main roads.
Some of the cycleway nobody can see
you there. I know there’s thugs around
that sort of hang out around those
areas and they take advantages of little
kids, so I just said to them [her
children], if you can, stick to the main
road where there’s lots of people,
there’s lots of traffic” (parent)

safety convenience

“I’d have to trust them to cross the 
main state highway and I don’t really 
feel like it’s safe enough for them to do 
that on their own” (parent)”



“…I used to push from home to here [gym by the 

mall] every day and some of the roads were 

really bumpy, unsafe and even because you have 

done lots of good changes I feel independent 

and safe within myself – in my manual chair or in 

my power chair.  All the local places I feel 

comfortable and it is freedom for me, so I don’t 

have a bodyguard [someone to push her].”

36 year old woman with mobility impairment

1.9% of pedestrians crossing 

Mascot Ave used mobility 

aids at follow-up compared to 
0.3% at baseline

Benefits for mobility-assisted movement



“…cars slow down and before there was just a crossing and no speed 
bumps so they could just keep going and hit someone” School FG

safety

“when you are walking it’s awesome, when you are 
driving it’s like ‘oh’…Crazy” Women’s FG

“..my park sometimes it is dangerous cause there is a group of boys in 
a gang they always drink there and sometime when another group … 
looking for a fight and then they throw bottles….” School FG

“I think the bike lanes are good” School FG

context and user-dependent

“for non-cycling people, like majority of those who 
live around here, who don’t use it, it’s just a 
nuisance” Male, interview



“What did you like about your neighbourhood during 
lockdown?” 

Low/no traffic 
neighbourhoods



Changes in walking and wheeling during lockdown
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“I really liked how quiet the 
streets were, with hardly any 

cars on the road. It made riding 
my bike much safer and more 

enjoyable.” RosiePony (6 years) “I loved discovering things on foot or 
by bike that we had never found 
before lockdown. And we had 
endless time for adventure…we had a 
picnic at a secret lake which was only 
10mins from our house but we didn’t 
even know it was there!” Jae (12 
years) 

“getting to the top of the hill 
and speeding down because 

there were no cars and trucks” 
(Monty, aged 5 years). 

exhilaration

“I'm always running into people 
that I know.” Kevin (M)

social connections

joy and enjoyment

adventure and discovery

playfulness and fun
“..running, we go there and sit down, 

watch the water, watch the waves, do a 
bit of daydreaming – it's a really nice 

calm place for me to be.” May (H) 
“I liked how we could go for walks 
and do treasure hunts for sticks 
and turn them into warrior sticks” 
Elena Rose (6 years)
“Sometimes pretend there are 
sharks on the crossing”

respite and relaxation

“I like walking past trees because 
they look nice. They have flowers 
that I really like and sometimes I 

want to pick some flowers and 
take them to school”

connections with nature
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